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This is an eminently readable text. Each chapter begins with several "vignettes,"
short case presentations which arouse curiosity, illustrate problems and their
diversity, and generally introduce the chapter. The authors thoughtfully provide
annotations for "recommended readings" in addition to "references," showing
sensitivity to medical students' needs for general review articles, "classics," and works
of special interest rather than more narrowly focused reference articles and texts.
Chapter summaries are followed by short discussions of "implications" that each
chapter's concepts will or should have on patients, physicians, and the health care
system.
"On Becoming a Patient: Psychosocial Considerations" is thefirst offour sections.
Here we meet the person before he or she becomes a patient; discussions include
illness and help-seeking behavior, the sick role(with a briefbut excellent summary of
Parsons' classic work), and patients' and physicians' expectations regarding treat-
ment. The second section, "On Becoming a Patient: Psychophysiologic Considera-
tions," presents anxiety, psychological defense mechanisms, depression, pain, and
sleep and dreaming. The chapter on pain is superb; no one should treat or deal with
patients in pain without having read this first.
The third section, "On Assessing a Patient: A Clinical Systems Approach,"
introduces and explains the "Patient Evaluation Grid," a three-by-three grid relating
current, recent, and background contexts (paralleling the traditional chiefcomplaint,
present illness, and past history) to biological, personal, and environmental dimen-
sions of illness and help-seeking behavior. The concluding section, "On Managing a
Patient," discusses therapy and its limits. Two excellent chapters examine the doctor-
patient relationship with its therapeutic significance and patients' personality types,
with specific suggestions for understanding and managing each patient's unique and
diverse needs and expectations. Three detailed case presentations of illustrative
patients serve as synthesis and summary.
The text has few flaws, the most notable being a tendency to encumber sound
concepts with general systems jargon. Its merit, however, is unequivocal; it should
become a standard text for preclinical behavioral science courses as well as a valuable
resource for more advanced students, clinicians, and others who work with the
people we call patients.
KATHLEEN ANNE NOLAN
Medical Student
Yale University School ofMedicine
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This delightful essay by Dartmouth English professor Noel Perrin indirectly
challenges the relentless advance of science and technology by recounting a unique
historical period in which one emergent technology was eschewed by a society
favoring maintenance of the status quo ante. The author, without resort to allegory
or polemic, gently cajoles his reader with an exemplary story-the story offirearms,
or the lack of them, in Tokugawa Japan. This appealing episode ought to be
evaluated, as the author insists, not solely by scholars ofJapan, but by the rank-and-
file of the scientific establishment. The thrust of Mr. Perrin's argument is to rebut by
historical deposition the notion favored by many scientists that scientific revelation
can never be ignored nor can its application for good or evil be held in abeyance.
Indeed, our belief in the "manifest destiny" of scientific discovery has gained the
weight of a law of thermodynamics.BOOK REVIEWS 155
Yet for over two centuries, from about 1637 to 1867, nearly the entire period in
which feudal Japan was ruled from Edo (Tokyo) by the Tokugawa shoguns, the
feudal lords (daimyo) and warrior class (bushi) ignored or disparaged the gun
(matchlock) as a combat weapon. In Japan the sword was preeminent from the
Shimabara Rebellion of 1637 to the Satsuma Rebellion of 1877-twenty-five years
after Perry reintroduced Western firearms. This was a conscious choice not dictated
by natural resources or skills in their manufacture or use. Mr. Perrin's thesis is that
this period in the history of Japan, in which she was involved not at all with the
outside world and banned Western Christianity, provides de facto evidence that
mankind can turn his back on technological advance-if only he wishes.
Despite the charm and sincerity of this essay, its usefulness as an object lesson
would necessitate a utopian vision that the author himself suggests in a postscript.
Tokugawa Japan was the antithesis of utopian. Japan's turning away from guns was
both aesthetic and pragmatic-the ruling class did not like them or need them-in
fact, they were subversive. Japan "gave up the gun" shortly after its abortive
occupation of Korea (1592-1598) and Shimabara Rebellion (1637), the "Alamo" of
Christianity in Japan. It eagerly rearmed during its renewal of contact with the West
(1852-1877) just before and during the Meiji Restoration. Nevertheless, it was
precisely the same internal forces that determined both events. The sword and the
dagger were endowed with ritual that marked the power of the bushi class, the
samurai warrior, and noblesse oblige. Japan's first large-scale use ofthe gun in Korea
was by the enlisted peasant-class soldiers(ui-samurai), not thesamuraiwarriors. Soon
after the Tokugawa shogun recognized that such "egalitarian" warfare was a
dangerous, internal threat. In the great "Sword Hunt of 1597" Tokugawa Hideyoshi
had the peasant class turn in all its weapons to be melted down to construct a statue
to Buddha-a clever Machiavellian ploy.
The advent ofthe Meiji Restoration (1860s) signaled the growingascendency ofthe
merchant and peasant classes and the dissolution ofthe rulingsamuraiclass. The new
Imperial Army of Japan was restructured to reflect this change. This social revolu-
tion marked the reacceptance of the gun by the new "citizen-soldier" of rural Japan;
that is, the new ji-samurai. Thus, the entire period of "giving up the gun" by
Tokugawa Japan can be understood as aconsequence ofa rigid class structure within
an isolated, totalitarian aristocracy.
It is difficult to comprehend how this episode supports a belief that scientific
discovery can be truly frustrated or ignored, particularly in a democracy. The
particular technology in question, the gun, offered nothing but trouble to the political
establishment. It was in fact the stratification of this oppressive society which
permitted the ruling class to ignore a repugnant, foreign development while at the
same time projecting the facade of tranquility and enlightenment. "Giving up the
gun" was an essential element in the maintenance of internal order-nothing more.
I heartily recommend this book as a thought-provoking exercise on how scientific
developments must be colored as fits the grander tableau of culture.
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In their second edition the well-respected Drs. Alexander Leaf and Ramzi Cotran
have managed to improve upon their successful and popular first edition. The text is